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ABSTRACT
Dame Freya Stark traveled to the Middle East and published The Valleys of the
Assassins, The Southern Gates of Arabia, Baghdad Sketches, and East is West
from 1932 until 1950, the year she penned the first volume of her autobiography.
This thesis evaluates her travel writings for the way Stark employs travel, gender,
and Empire in constructing her identity, the identity of both the British and Arabs
with whom she comes into contact, and the larger relationships of the British
Empire to the Middle East.
Prior to 1932, Stark published an article entitled Women and the Service of the
Empire. Shortly after she published this article, Freya received the prestigious
Back Grant from the Royal Geographical Society and began a book deal with
John Murray Publishers. From then on, Stark published thirty-two works for the
British public about her travels. This thesis argues that prior to her fame, Freya
viewed British women as a potential asset to the Empire because of their ability to
aid in the relationship between the British and those they colonized. However, as
Freya traveled, her conceptions of gender and Empire evolved. By her final book,
East is West, Stark moves from advocating women in the service of the Empire to
demonstrating her own exceptional service.
As Stark’s conceptions of gender and Empire evolve, so too does her own
identity. Stark serves the Empire not only by mapping its lands but by mapping its
people, whether by meeting with heads of various Arab tribes and spreading proBritish World War II propaganda or convincing Arab wives to convince their
husbands to ally with the Empire. Stark comes to portray herself to British
readership as a servant to an empire that depends upon her to maintain its
marriage to the East.
Viewing how Stark traveled and portrayed this travel to the British public instead
of analyzing the reasons why she traveled marks a break in traditional
interpretations of her life and work. Tracing Stark’s construction of her own
identity as a traveler and a servant to the Empire helps illuminate the constructed
nature of imperialism itself.
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INTRODUCTION
“The whole [British Empire] moves… To keep it from doing so
destructively is our concern…. We have one asset which is unique
to our race. This is the British woman … Knowledge [of the
worlds around them] could make them really more useful to their
country…. I had an opportunity to test the matter last winter, when
I was spending my time in one of the cities of the East….”
— Freya Stark, Women and the Service of the Empire, 1932
Dame Freya Madeline Stark, born in Paris in 1893, penned these words almost
fifty years before the Queen of England knighted her for her travel writings and
contribution to the British Empire.i During those fifty years, Stark transformed
from a thirty-year-old unmarried woman considering the missionary profession to
a publically recognized servant for the Empire. She had mastered Arabic, written
more than twenty-one public travel writings and published her autobiography as
well as eight volumes of letters. She had discovered bronze treasures in Luristan,
now present-day Iran; survived the Valley of the Assassins, now present-day Iraq,
traversed the Hadhramaut in present-day Oman and Yemen; spread pro-British
propaganda in Egypt and Yemen; outlasted a siege during World War II in the
embassy in Baghdad; and captivated audiences with her speeches for the British
Broadcasting Corporation back in London.

Before her rise to widespread fame, Stark co-published an article for the political
affairs journal The Contemporary Reviewii about women in the service of the
Empire upon returning from her second trip to Baghdad. Stark had already begun
to gain prominence and recognition as a geographer and mapmaker through her
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articles for the prestigious Journal of the Royal Geographical Society. Just months
before Stark became only the third woman to receive the Back Grantiii from the
Society, Women and the Service of the Empire explicitly outlined Stark’s
understanding of the dynamic relationship between travel, gender, and Empire.

After receiving the Back Grant, Stark landed a publishing contract with John
Murray publishing house, which carried the legendary works of scientist Charles
Darwin and fiction writer Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Murray publishing was also a
powerhouse during Stark’s day, and it published her travel writings alongside the
likes of British poet John Betjeman whose work sold two million copies.iv From
1933 until 1950, the year Stark began her autobiography, Stark published four
major volumes of travel writing: The Valleys of the Assassins in 1934; The
Southern Gates of Arabia in 1936; Baghdad Sketches in 1937; and finally, East is
West in 1945.

In response to biographers Caroline Moorehead, Molly Izzard, and Jane Fletcher
Geniesse, all of whom impressively investigated Stark’s personal
correspondences for an explanation of her short-lived marriage with civil servant
Stewart Perowne or searched for her psychological reasons for travel, this thesis
chooses to emphasize Stark’s travel writings directed at what Stark calls the
Public, or readers in London and members of the British Empire who had not
traveled to the East.v I argue that Stark’s travel writings in particular contributed
to the definition and implementation of British imperialism in the Middle East
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during the 1930s and through World War II. I look to Anne McClintock, who
defines imperialism as a “constellation of processes”vi rather than a “British
power that [was] impelled outwards.”vii Stark belonged to a generation of women
that “were not the hapless onlookers of Empire but were ambiguously complicit
as colonizers, …acted upon and acting.”viii Stark’s works demonstrated the
constructed nature of imperialism as she herself represents the confluence of
travel, gender, and Empire. Such lenses, like the actors of Empire themselves,
“are not distinct realms of experience, existing in splendid isolation from each
other; nor can they simply be yoked together…. Rather they come into existence
in and through relation to each other.”ix Like the definition of imperialism,
Stark’s identity as a woman travelling through the British Empire evolves in and
through relation with the lands and people whom she encounters.

From her introduction in The Valleys of the Assassins to her conclusion in East is
West, Stark remained conscious that she wrote for public readership.
Furthermore, Stark understood the powerful role of her writings in the
construction her own identity, the identity of the lands and people around her, and
the identity of the relationship of the British Empire to, as she called it, Arabia.
Travel served as the mechanism for the evolution of these identities, and
evaluating Stark’s portrayal of her own gender, the gender of those around her,
and the gender of the Empire illuminates such evolution. Stark moved from
viewing her own gender as a weakness to overcome to viewing it as a tool;
whether she downplayed her gender and emulated men or referred to herself as a
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woman depended on the relative advantage and power she gained in the situation
regarding her ability to serve the Empire.

To understand how Stark wielded her gender, one must look to her definition of
usefulness. In “Women and the Service of the Empire,” Stark noted that the
British woman “makes a little world of [her] own,” transporting the social world
of the British to each foreign land. Their “appearance,” she noted, “coincide[s]
with…our unpopularity in foreign lands.” Stark believed it would be useful for
the wives of British officials to “study to know something more about them [the
people they happen to be among].” Therefore, Stark defined usefulness as
knowledge, particularly the knowledge to avoid social “faux pas” that make the
task of British men more difficult. “Our best men,” Stark continued, are “selected
by some special interest, knowledge, or adventurous spirit, to go where the path is
yet little trodden” and “almost always find a welcome” yet women obscured
men’s ability to build friendships, “spread our influence” and “enhanc[e] our
prestige.” While Stark believed that both men and women should “study the
language, customs and susceptibilities of the races they have to deal with,” she
was quick to point out that her plea was “not that our women should necessarily
mix more with the people they happen to be among;”x Stark left that work for
British men and for herself.

The article Women and the Service of the Empire, therefore, anticipated Stark’s
move from advocating women in the service of the Empire to herself in the
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service of the Empire. She noted that during her time in the East, she was “busy
with the study of the language” and, like British men, “settled [herself] in the
house of a nativexi shoemaker and his wife.” Such exceptionalism began almost
apologetically in this article, as though Stark anticipated that she must provide her
readers with an explanation of how she overcame her gender. Stark’s article told
readers that she settled with natives “quite innocently, and only discovered after
some little while that it was considered peculiar: in fact it is usually not done.”
Stark elucidated how she was “not of the flock” of British women but rather
“outside the enclosure,” embracing “solitude.” By employing gender-neutral
language when Stark purported that “to look into the world about you is after all a
natural human craving,” she further distanced herself from the typical British
woman’s behavior in the East. Though Stark returned, in this article, to
advocating the usefulness of women by concluding that the Empire was “no
longer in a position to neglect the instruments we posses: far less those human
instruments which are capable of doing harm as well as good” and furthermore
called officials wives “perhaps the greatest asset we have,” she still set herself
apart from British women by stating that she did not “wish to be accused of
‘feminism’xii or any ‘ism’ at all.”xiii In The Valleys of the Assassins, The Southern
Gates of Arabia, Baghdad Sketches, and, most clearly, East is West, Stark’s
construction of herself as an exceptional example of her service also heightened
the Empire’s exceptionalism. Stark saw her service, or the knowledge not just of
the language to map the land but more importantly her knowledge of customs to,
so to speak, map the people of the Empire, as justifying the need for the British
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Empire’s presence in the Middle East. By East is West, Stark portrayed her ability
to create friendships for the Empire as more pivotal to the Empire’s relationship
to Arabia than the job of the official ministries of the Empire.

Therefore, Stark’s travel, the vehicle for her evolving understanding of her own
gendered identity as well as the gendered identity of the Empire, emerges as a
theory and practice of power. As Stark became cognizant that the Empire enabled
her to travel, she increasingly portrayed her travel as facilitating the maintenance
of the Empire. Stark presented herself as uniquely poised to serve the Empire
through her mapping of the lands around her for the Royal Geographical Society,
which facilitated literal travel and expansion throughout the Empire, as well as
her ability to create friendships, which effectively mapped the people of the
Empire, and maintain peace.

Stark moved from portraying her travel as incidental to a service that strengthened
the Empire. She herself evolved from a woman who apologizes for her sex and
whose purpose others question to an expert on the Empire who wrote an armchair
history and guide to the 1930s Middle East for the audience in the British
metropole. Imperialism, once the actor and enabler of Stark’s travel, ends up
benefitting from the results of that travel. Stark made the case that she not only
shaped the Empire’s reach but that the Empire depended on her for its
maintenance. Stark’s travel literature emerges as a way to view the construction
and evolution of individual and national imperialism, one that made its way into
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the hands of British readers and had the potential to influence their conception of
themselves, their nation, and its Empire.

Structure
In order to examine the contours and exchanges of Stark’s travel writing and
Stark’s contribution to British imperialism, each chapter in this thesis will trace
Stark’s use of travel, gender, and Empire to construct her own identity, the
identity of the people and lands she encounters, and the identity of the relationship
between East and West. The four chapters, which describe Stark’s construction of
these identities in each book, follow chronologically and are structured the way
that Stark structures her own work. Each chapter begins with a quote from each
book illuminating the confluence of travel, gender, and Empire in her work. Then,
the chapters will analyze Stark’s use of travel, gender, and Empire in her
introduction, body, and conclusion.

Chapter I, which evaluates The Valleys of the Assassins, maintains that Stark
portrayed her travel as happenstance. Stark told her readership that she travelled
for fun. Furthermore, the chapter’s travel is focused on the physical land, as
evidenced by the title. In Valleys, Stark’s use of gender to refer to herself took on
an almost apologetic tone, as if she knew she must explain her presence and travel
despite her gender. Yet as the book evolves, Stark surprised those she met by
demonstrating her resolve and endurance as a “hill woman.”xiv When using
gender to describe others, Stark most often remarked that men find her useful and
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knowledgeable, though Stark also noted examples of useful native women. When
Stark opened Valleys, she addressed the Empire’s readership as those who look to
her work for entertainment, much like Stark herself read Arabian Nights for
entertainment. Yet by the end of Valleys, Stark demonstrated her ability to create
friendships with prominent males of the Assassins, a group native to Luristan.
Such ability to build friendships demonstrated her usefulness to the Empire and
launched her from the realm of geographer to explorer. As Stark emerges as an
explorer, the East, in turn, emerges as a dangerous, exotic, and unvisited place
worthy of exploration, yet only by those such as Stark.

Chapter II evaluates The Southern Gates of Arabia, which Stark published just
two years after The Valleys of the Assassins. This chapter argues that Stark built
on her identity as an explorer among other epic explorers. In her introduction to
Southern Gates, Stark described historical spice trade routes along the shore of the
Hadhramaut and then told her reader that she herself followed such grand routes.
Stark’s understanding of gender begins to emerge as a tool to reinforce her own
exceptionalism. While she aligned herself with male qualities, such as traveling
alone and mixing with natives, Stark also used her gender to explain why she fell
ill in the Hadhramaut. As Stark ascribed to herself what she understood to be
qualities of male servants of the Empire in order to prove her service and feminine
qualities to provide explanations of her limits, she also referred to herself as a
woman to highlight her exceptionalism, often reminding the reader that she is the
first woman to travel alone to the interior. In Southern Gates, Stark spoke of the
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gender of native and British women to portray them in a negative light. Stark
described native women in an exotic way while she portrayed British women as
ignorant, not inquisitive, and boxed in by their own volition. The landscape
begins to take on a gender in Southern Gates, and provided the foundation for
further elaboration of the gender of the landscape in Baghdad Sketches and East is
West. Stark opened Southern Gates by noting the fickleness of the female gender
and Arab lands, positing that their false sense of stability explains men’s—and her
own—preference for ships and travel. Furthermore, Stark’s description of the
landscape as feminine explained her reasons for falling ill and depending on the
Royal Air Force to ship her out of the Hadhramaut before she becomes the first
person to discover Shabwa, the ancient Sabaen capital in the Hadhramaut. Stark’s
perseverance despite her illness poised her as a dedicated servant of the Empire,
and the Empire emerges as a powerful, male force that saves her from the disease
of the feminine landscape. Her service and dedication to the Empire at the
expense of her own health represents her marriage to the Empire, and Stark
concludes Southern Gates with a promise to return to the East.

Chapter III evaluates Baghdad Sketches, which Stark published just one year after
The Southern Gates of Arabia. Stark’s travel emerges as an example of her status
as an insider because she has the linguistic ability to travel. She also demonstrated
how she travels with ease, while other groups, such as British women, cannot due
to regulations because of their gender. Finally, Stark’s travel furthered
Eurocentrism by focusing on herself rather than the lands that she explores. In
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Baghdad Sketches, Stark sought to isolate herself from the lands in order to
present herself as an experienced traveler. She explicitly described the necessary
qualities of an expert traveler in Baghdad Sketches. Just as Stark emerges as an
expert traveler, she also emerges as an expert on people. Time and time again,
Stark employed gender to highlight the faux pas of British women and,
conversely, Stark’s exceptionalism. Stark also employed gender to demonstrate
her understanding of people, specifically native men in power. Stark’s
descriptions of gender are used to demonstrate the tool that she has and that others
do not—the ability to create friendships with natives and understand them. Stark
used this tool to serve the Empire. Because of her linguistic ability, Stark clarified
misunderstandings between native men and British women, which in turn enabled
the Empire to extract economic value from both the people and the landscape. In
Baghdad Sketches, the landscape emerges even further as an open land meant for
exploration. Stark builds her case for the necessity of the West, the creator of
roads and education, through the openness and underdevelopment that made the
East inefficient. Stark saw herself as creating friendships to further this process
and her language begins to explore the realm of politics.

While Stark began mapping the interactions of East and Western groups in
Baghdad Sketches, Chapter IV explains how Stark became much more political in
East is West. Stark established herself as belonging to a “travelled society of
experts”xv and wrote for the purpose of bringing the British population up-to-date
on their conception of Empire, specifically as an “armchair journey for the
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average reader.”xvi In East is West, travel has become Stark’s way of establishing
a broader area of contact for the Empire. Her conceptions of gender and Empire,
then, demonstrate her ability to establish a broader area of contact and support for
the Empire during World War II. Stark structured East is West by heading
chapters with the names of the places she has traveled, including Yemen, Egypt,
Palestine, Syria, Transjordan, and Iraq. When Stark referred to her own gender in
East is West, it most clearly emerges as a tool to demonstrate her own knowledge
of and authority in circles of British women and in the service of British men in
all of these places. Stark highlighted the service of native women in East is West,
justifying her expansion to native women in order to garner the most support
possible for the British Empire in wartime. When discussing native men, Stark
noted that she met with the most prominent leaders of each place she traveled and
promoted the policy of the British Empire, such as the White Paper, in each area.
Stark demonstrated her exceptional ability to maintain personal relations as at the
heart of every political structure and deemed such ability to maintain friendships
as the most important service for the Empire.xvii Stark emerges as a servant who
maps the lands of the Empire and creates friendships with its people so the British
Empire can maintain its commercial marriage with the East. When concluding
East is West, Stark cautioned the reader that such a marriage must be “worked for
and added to every day,”xviii especially in the midst of increasing sentiments of
Arab nationalism. Though Stark argued in the opening to East is West that the
British Empire’s motive is not imperialism but rather safe transit, her positioning
of herself as indispensible to the British Empire and the British Empire as
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indispensible to the Middle East solidifies an imperial relationship between West
and East.xix

Because Stark’s works demonstrated her exceptional service for the Empire, she
had laid the groundwork for and justification of her writing her autobiography in
1950. The year before, Stark was the only woman to participate in the British
Broadcasting Corporation’s (B.B.C.) third collection of talks. Through Stark’s
commentary, entitled the “The Philosophy of Exploration,” she elevated herself
and her status as an experienced traveler apart from the East, though it is the East
that enabled her to become so prominent and discuss such works in the first place.
Through The Valleys of the Assassins, The Southern Gates of Arabia, Baghdad
Sketches, East is West, and finally this talk for the B.B.C., Stark’s theory and
practice of travel has emerged as one of both personal and national power, while
gender and Empire became the tools she wielded to attempt to build and maintain
such imperial power.
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Chapter I: THE VALLEYS OF THE ASSASSINS
“As this book is intended for the Public, and is therefore
necessarily truthful, I must admit that for my own part I travelled
single-mindedly for fun…. I have given events and impressions as
they occurred, as accurately as I could. This I am particularly
anxious to say in regard to the Treasure Hunt in Luristan….”
⎯Freya Stark, Preface, The Valleys of the Assassins, 1934
Stark opens her first work for the Murray publishing house by addressing her
British readers and building her efficacy. Throughout the rest of the book, she
portrays her travel as happenstance while focusing on the physical land of the
valley itself. Stark’s discussion of her own gender takes on an apologetic tone, as
she seeks over and over to explain her presence in the Middle East. When
discussing the gender of others, Stark notes the usefulness of native women,
echoing the sentiment that women can be useful to the British Empire, just as she
wrote in her article only two years before. Finally, the Empire emerges as the
realm of Stark’s entertainment and an unexplored territory with treasure. Yet as
Stark concludes Valleys, she has moved from a geographer who published an
article about the bronzes of Luristan in the Journal of the Royal Geographical
Society to an explorer. Her Arabic language skills and her ability to befriend her
guide by the end of Valleys poises her as uniquely qualified to serve the Empire.
Stark’s discussion of travel, gender, and Empire in Valleys begin to build the case
for the right of Stark and the Empire to extend their imperial reach into the
‘treasure trove’ of the East.
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“Chance” and “Lands So Sensational”
Beginning with her preface, Stark juxtaposes the incidental nature of her travels
with the incredulous nature of the East. Stark establishes the incidental nature of
her travels when she explains that “Chance, such as the existence of a Syrian
missionary near my home, nourished it [her flame of desire to travel]; and Fate,
with long months of illness and leisure, blew it to a blaze bright enough to light
my way through labyrinths of Arabic, and eventually land me on the coast of
Syria at the end of 1927.”xx Stark builds efficacy as an author by confessing her
particular anxiety about the painstaking nature of her recordings, which “might
otherwise be suspected of fantasy by readers unacquainted with lands so
sensational.”xxi Even Stark’s chapter headings focus on the sensationalism of the
lands and put them at the center of her travel, as she divides the book into sections
such as “A Fortnight in N.W. Luristan,” “The Hidden Treasure,” and “A Journey
to the Valley of the Assassins.”

Stark navigates these lands for fun and enhances the curiosity and fascination of
her story to her readers by noting the “wrinkled brows” she met “in passport
offices” because she did not “start out ready labeled as [an] entomologist,
anthropologist, or whatever other –ology they think suitable and propitious.”xxii
Stark does not find such labels useful, nor does she adopt such “virtues of
Responsibility and Purpose,” which “met [her] at every step with the
embarrassing enquiry: “‘Why are you here alone?” and “What do you intend to
do?’”xxiii Despite the questions of natives and the servants of the British Empire,
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Stark fulfills her own definition of usefulness of travel that she laid out in her
article Women and the Service of the Empire: she utilized her “interest in Arabic
grammar”xxiv and learned the customs of the natives.

Stark’s knowledge of Arabic grammar as well as the permission of the Royal
Geographical Society enable her to navigate these lands and call herself a
geographer. Indeed, Stark opens Chapter I by including her own maps of Iraq,
Persia, and North West Luristan with the permission of the Royal Geographical
Society. She prefaces the maps by telling her readers that “in the wastes of
civilization, Luristan is still an enchanted name. Its streams are dotted blue lines
on the map and position of its hills a matter for taste. It is still a country for the
explorer.”xxv Stark then repeats a refrain from her article Women and the Service
of the Empire: “He finds out what he cannot do / And then he goes and does
it.”xxvi Though Stark asserts “I did not do it, for I penetrated only a very little
way,” she follows with “But I spent a fortnight in that part of the country where
one is less frequently murdered, and I saw the Lurs in their own medieval
garb.”xxvii Stark demonstrates that she fulfills her own definition of usefulness to
the Empire through her mapmaking and her ability to penetrate such a dangerous,
enchanted wasteland.

When Stark concludes her section on the hidden treasure of Luristan and the
reader finds out that she did not return with the treasure, she emphasizes the
danger of her journey. “Thank God you are safe,” her friend from Baghdad
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declares.”xxviii Stark also adds to the mystique of the sensational lands by
concluding “as for the treasure, whether it really exists or not is still uncertain.”
By following with “the mountain and the cave are still to be explored,”xxix Stark
leaves the land open for the Empire and other travelers to take advantage of the
lands, assuming the continuation of the Empire’s relationship with the East.

“I am a Hill Woman”
Stark’s discussion of gender takes an apologetic tone from the beginning of
Valleys as she does not ascribe purpose to her travels as a woman. Rather, she
says, “an imaginative aunt who…sent a copy of the Arabian Nights, was, I
suppose, the original cause of trouble.”xxx While in the Valley of the Assassins,
Stark recounts that a man invited her on the treasure hunt, and, breaking a
paragraph, writes with passivity, “And so I got involved.”xxxi When Stark begins
her discussion of travel, particularly discussing the inquiries “Why are you here
alone” and “What do you intend to do?” the question of gender is in the
foreground; Stark implies that the brows of officials and others asked those
questions because of her sex.

Though British officials and others seem to question her presence, Stark
establishes earlier on that natives—and particularly native women—embraced
her. The wife of the Khan, who “walked like a queen” and “ruled her household
also like a queen, with none of the submissiveness of Persian women in general,”
Stark writes, “seated me beside her…embraced me, told me that I was her sister,
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and allowed me to hold the baby in my arms.” Stark acknowledges in the
beginning of her work that readers and others may wonder at her purpose, but
natives’ acceptance furthers Stark’s legitimacy and sense of belonging. “I am a
hill woman myself, and I traveled in Luristan for pleasure: they accepted me
kindly.”xxxii Because Stark acknowledges that her gender must be overcome for
her readers, she aligns herself with other powerful and useful women and
establishes her own legitimacy through their acceptance. Despite her earlier
lifestyle of “long months of illness,” and her need for a doctor to visit Stark “two
or three times a day to inject quinine”xxxiii during one week of her fortnight in
N.W. Luristan, Stark’s description of herself as a “hill woman” speaks to her
perseverance in the wasteland and her belonging as a traveler.

As Stark builds the case for her own strength as a traveler and fulfills her own
definition of usefulness, she also provides examples of the usefulness of other
women. Stark concludes her chapter “A Fortnight in N.W. Luristan” with the
story of a tribal feud. “‘My wife was a good woman’” notes Keram, Stark’s guide.
“‘I put her at the window with the gun, and she continued to shoot while I
smoked, and hit a man, she says. Anyway, we kept it up all night as well… My
wife saddled my horse, and I rode out alone to meet the tribe.’ ‘And what did you
do with your wife?’” asks Stark. “ ‘I hope you took her with you. She seems to
have been a useful sort of person.’ “I sent for her afterwards,’ said Keram. ‘I have
her still,’ he added… ‘I am fond of her. She is as good as a man.’”xxxiv Stark not
only describes the usefulness of native women but also British women. Although
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Stark notes that she had “never seen anyone with quite [the British missionary
woman’s] uncompromising brutality” and calls such a quality “embarrassing,”
Stark does see the “virtues of her defects.” “I imagine,” Stark writes, “that she had
never in her life been afraid of anyone or anything. Some wild tribesmen
murdered her factor on an estate…and the police gave it up as a bad job:
but…[she] went to search for the assassins in the hills. After five days she found
them, got her own people to round them up, and handed them over to the
authorities.”xxxv Stark admires the usefulness of native and British women in their
respective contexts and does not paint them as detrimental to the Empire.

Despite native women’s acceptance of her, native men continue to doubt her
presence. As she crosses the frontier, Stark notes that a policeman points to her
and says “‘That is no good. She’s a woman.’” Stark also uses the voice of native
men to bolster her belonging as a traveler despite her sex. “‘Yes,’ said her
chauffer, “‘but she knows everything. She knows Arabic.’”xxxvi Not only her
chauffeur but also men in power observe and voice Stark’s competency. “‘She
thinks of everything: better than I do for myself,’” Shah Riza says. “I let the
undeserved praise pass,” Stark replies, and, like a good traveler, “waited to
see…who else was coming with me.”xxxvii It is worth observing that other
tribesmen, not women, join Stark on this particular journey throughout the forests
of Luristan. Though Stark may have let the “undeserved praise pass” while in
Luristan, she takes care to recount it for her readers and build her legitimacy.
Over and over, natives who attempt to make an “easier journey for the lady”xxxviii
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find themselves surprised by Stark. Throughout Valleys, even native men come to
tell Stark, “‘you walk well in the hills,’”xxxix confirming her identity as a hill
woman.

Eventually, Stark values the acceptance of native men over native women.
“‘Women,’ Stark writes, “addressing the landscape in general during a pause…
‘women are ignorant creatures.’ The assembled men, delighted to see the
argument shift from household economics to the much more obvious field of
masculine superiority, unanimously rushed at the ladies and shoed them with
insults off the roof into their proper kitchens below. The valley was now full of
loveliness.”xl Stark aligns the loveliness of the land and the valley with the
acceptance of native men at the expense of her value for native women or women
in general. Stark continues the paragraph delighting that she was “remote, as in a
place closed by high barriers from the world. No map had yet printed its name for
the eyes of strangers.”xli Stark, however, is able to create a new map for the
Empire because of her identity as a hill woman. Stark’s move, therefore, from a
geographer to an explorer for the Empire correlates with her preference of native
men, who serve as her guide, over native women.
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“Friends with the English”
Stark sees herself as a geographer and discusses the difficulties in distinguishing
between the almost “unrecognizable”xlii differences between the peaks and heights
of the nameless deserts”xliii of her travels. She documents her effort, despite
feeling “excessively weary,” to climb 100 feet higher up a mountain and
“introduce the name of this [particular] river to the world of geography,”xliv but
“there was little to see. That unknown country wraps itself in a double mystery of
trees and mists, and is as difficult to look at as it is to visit.”xlv Stark then places
herself in the company of geographers and writers like J.B. Fraser and Major
Noel, who in 1921 attempted to document the Valley of the Assassins for the
Royal Geographical Society’s Journal.xlvi

Stark’s identity as a geographer serves the Empire because the maps she provides
claim lands for the Empire. While Stark wrote in her notebook, she “took a last
look over the landscape: the Assassins’ valley westward to its vaporous defile
where, only ten days ago, I toiled up doubtful of living; [and] Balarud on its
ledge, like a toy far below…. I wondered if I should ever see them again, and then
did not much care: for were they not mine for ever?”xlvii Her possessiveness over
the landscape does not extend to herself only but also to the Empire.

Furthermore, Stark expresses dislike and outrage at those who challenge her
possessiveness, her right to travel, and the Empire’s authority in such lands. When
Stark attempted to leave the Valley of the Assassins, she ran into “a fat blustering
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bully of a Kurd with three layers of neck and goggle eyes” who questioned her.
“‘What papers have you to allow you to be here?’” said he truculuently, without
even the decency of a greeting.”xlviii When Stark presents her passport to her
‘adversary,’ she points out “the signature of our king’s vizier. ‘All peoples,’” she
retorts, “‘are expected to help and befriend me when they have read this
paragraph,’ and I proceeded to translate Lord Curzon’s remarks on the first page
as to ‘passing without let or hindrance.’” Not only do the native men but more
importantly the Elders in this Kurdish tribe “assembled” and “listened” to Stark,
“visibly impressed.” Stark’s triumph is complete when the Elder replies “‘Are we
friends with the English?’” confirming that she “satisfied them on this point” and
“as a matter of fact the battle was won… What we were now to suffer from was
excess of hospitality. There was no question of a night of peaceful solitude: the
[Elder] would entertain me.”xlix Stark’s victory over the challenge of a native man
and one in power is a victory for herself as a hill woman and for the Empire’s
right to explore the lands of the East without hindrance.

Stark convinces both native men in power, some of whom “had never seen a
European woman, they told me, nor did they remember a man,”l and her male
guides of her right to explore the landscape. Stark’s transformation from a
geographer of the landscape to an explorer who garners authority among native
men highlights her exceptionalism among women and men. As Stark concludes
Valleys, she notes that she and her guide “said good-bye to each other” in a spirit
of friendship, “with hands upon our breasts.”li Stark’s presence not only impresses
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the peoples of the Empire but also furthers the legitimacy of the Empire’s
presence. Stark furthers the Empire’s authority and legitimacy through making
friends with natives who, in turn, come to recognize that as a people they are
friends with the English, the rulers over the Empire. The natives themselves invite
Stark and therefore the Empire to continue its transit through their lands as it sees
fit.
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Chapter II: THE SOUTHERN GATES OF ARABIA
THE ARABIAN COAST
“I have seen
Pointing her shapely shadows from the dawn
An image tumbled on a rose-swept bay,
A drowsy ship of some yet older day.”
(“The Old Ships,” Flecker).
⎯ Stark’s opening, Chapter I, The Southern Gates
of Arabia
Throughout Southern Gates, Stark frames her chapters with quotations from
previous explorers as well as a rich historical account of the importance of the
lands she explores. The purpose of Stark’s trip in Southern Gates is to find
Shabwa, the capital of the former Sabaen Empire of the Biblical Queen of Sheeba.
Though Stark does not reach Shabwa before another explorer whom she only
mentions once, in the introduction, she still chronicled her dangerous journey
along the “Incense Road.”lii

Stark’s understanding of gender begins to emerge as a tool to reinforce her own
exceptionalism. Part of the danger of the Incense Road is the disease that it brings
Stark. Stark falls so ill, in fact, that the Royal Air Force must rescue her and carry
her out of the Hadhramaut. In a departure from Valleys, when Stark noted the
usefulness of both British and native women, Stark portrays British women as
ignorant and native women an exotic part of the feminine landscape. Though
Stark needed the support of native men in Valleys to highlight her own
exceptionalism given her ability to befriend them and convince them of the
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Empire’s authority, Stark trumpets the Royal Air Force and the virtues of British
Men in Southern Gates. Though Stark dedicates Southern Gates to the Royal Air
Force and needs their help despite her sickness, her perseverance along the
Incense Road demonstrates her perseverance in the name of seeking glory for the
Empire through exploring the lands she assumes it rightfully owns.

“A Passion I Have Always Had for Roads or Rivers”
Stark opens The Southern Gates of Arabia in a much more forward, confident,
and purposeful way than she does The Valleys of the Assassins when she asserts
that she found herself in Syria by chance. By the end of The Valleys of the
Assassins, Stark had identified herself not only as a geographer but also as an
explorer expressing her right and the right of the British Empire to conduct transit
through the lands of the Middle East. After describing the African, Greek, and
Indian trade routes along the South shores of the Arabian Peninsula, Stark
explains her travel as a “yielding to a passion I have always had for roads or
rivers.”liii This time, Stark does not find herself in the midst of a valley in remote
Luristan but properly entering the East through its gates.

The opening to each of Stark’s chapters hearkens back to the historical nature of
Arabia, its inherent invitation for travel, and its riches by quoting Biblical works
or English poets. Stark quotes Milton’s Paradise Lost when she opens her second
chapter, “Landing,” remembering the “Sabaean odours from the spicy shore / Of
Araby the Blest.”liv When opening her third chapter about the “Bedouin Camp at
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the Gate of Makalla,” she quotes Flecker’s charge that it is “Sweet to ride
forth…along the Golden Road.”lv Stark references Ezekiel’s description of “the
merchants of Sheba,” who were—and still are, she writes—“chief of all spices,
…all precious stones, and gold.”lvi Perhaps most striking of all is Stark’s opening
to chapter six: “A highway and a way, there are not hard to win; / The fond
wayfaring man, he shall not err therein.”lvii Though Stark admits to her readers in
her introduction that she did not reach Shabwa, she presents herself as a
purposeful traveler who followed in the footsteps of great explorers. The words of
Biblical prophets and poets extol the riches of the land she writes about, and their
evaluation alone gives value to her travels. The value of Stark’s travel in Southern
Gates lies in affirming its riches for the Empire and “winning” its way, not in her
failure to reach her destination.

“This Extraordinary Female Ideal of Travel”
In The Southern Gates of Arabia, Stark employs gender to align herself with the
men who came before her—whether Greek or British—who explored the shores
of the feminine landscape. Simultaneously, she points out the negative qualities of
British women while she paints both native women as an exotic part of the
feminine landscape.

When opening Chapter I, Stark refers to the “Arabian Coast” as “her” and the
ships of explorers not only as “a more satisfactory possession than a woman” but
also as the tools of men to access “South Arabian harbours, laden, as they have
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been through the centuries, with frankincense and myrrh.”lviii Stark even notes that
women, who “give a false impression of stability” explain the “natural”
“preference of peace-loving men for ships.”lix By noting men’s preference for
ships, travel, and exploration of this feminine coast, Stark aligns herself with
these explorers as she had, just pages before, confessed her passion as a traveler
for “roads or rivers.”lx

Stark not only portrays her method of exploration as following in the historical
pattern of male exploration but also as distinctly different from the negative way
other British women travel.

By Southern Gates, Stark seems to be relinquishing her notion of women in the
service of the Empire and highlighting her own exceptional service for the Empire
instead. When introducing British women in Southern Gates, Stark ruminates on
“this extraordinary female ideal of travel in shut boxes through the world, to see
and be seen by as little of it as possible.”lxi Stark not only ascribes this chosen
ignorance to British women, who choose to be “swathed in thin veils of flowered
chiffon, crouched on the narrow sofa,” but calls it “an almost universal prejudice,
only differing here and there in degree: Mrs. X, afraid to step for one moment out
of her own circle, which comprises less than the tenth of a millionth part of the
fascinating population of our globe, really acts on the very same principle as the
Arabian aunt, alone in her dark and stuffy cabin.”lxii Native women, Stark notes,
“bend their veiled heads” in “sheds dim with aromatic dust and impalpable spicy
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perfume, where pale bars of sunlight lie on the half-transparent gums.”lxiii Stark
equates the chosen ignorance of British aristocratic women with native women’s
veils.

By contrast, Stark’s method of travel makes her useful to the Empire much in the
same way previous male explorers’ travel made them useful. Stark notes that
unlike British women who needed chiffon and were “afraid to step for one
moment out of [their] own circle,” she herself made clear her “desire to travel
without either a servant or escort.”lxiv In this way, Stark believed that “peace and
happiness with the beduin depended on being alone with them…. I was the third
European woman to visit the interior, and the first to go there alone.”lxv Traveling
alone, unlike other British women, not only enabled her to obtain “peace and
happiness with the Bediun” but also enabled her to stay in a Sultan’s guest
house.lxvi Stark portrays her desire to travel and explore as markedly different
from both British and native women’s contentedness with their narrow worlds.

Stark embodies an explorer’s spirit when she describes the blasé look of a child
nursing with its other; “it had got what it wanted,” Stark writes, “and could
imagine nothing beyond—and if that does not make one blasé, what does?”lxvii
After opening a chapter with a saying in Arabic, Stark writes “If I were asked the
most agreeable thing in life, I should say it is the pleasure of contrast…The
ordinary being needs a change. This is the secret charm of the oasis.”lxviii For
Stark, the East emerges as an oasis for adventure and exploration. One of Stark’s
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few reserved praises of women also emerges in this chapter when she writes that
“a man I know told me she had married her husband because what he said was
always unexpected—a good adventurous reason, for matrimony, I thought.”lxix
Stark continues by writing “this very salt of life is the reward of those who, after
crossing the Jöl, stand on the lip of the cliff and look down into Wadi Do’an.”lxx
Because Stark references the joy of discovering the Eastern oasis after a
discussion of matrimony, she seems to not only wed herself to the landscape but
also the West to the East, setting the stage for her more explicit support for
imperialism in Baghdad Sketches and East is West.

“Welcoming and Bare”
Stark portrays the very landscape itself as having the intrinsic quality of inviting
transit and travel of explorers. Her guide in Jöl, she writes, “told me the history of
the place, which bears in its openness, welcoming and bare, the character of its
foundation.”lxxi The landscape had not only taken on a feminine quality, as
mentioned earlier, but a silent one: “This was a peaceful place to look out upon in
its unguarded nakedness…here a woman or two loitered.”lxxii When Stark is not
explicit about the welcoming or open nature of the landscape, she describes other
civilizations or explorers, such as the Greeks, that utilized “The Incense Road.”
Stark references historical empires in order to place the British Empire and its
right of travel among them. Furthermore, Stark portrays the land as particularly
amenable to her own exploration, as even the beduin and other native men
repeated to her over and over that she belonged. “He had only one remark,” Stark
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writes of an unnamed beduin, “and that was an amiable one. ‘The beduin are
pleased with you.”lxxiii Stark leaves her readers with the sense that she had all the
purpose and tools necessary to reach Shabwa, explore the landscape, and make
friends for the purpose of serving the British Empire.

But Fate, as Stark dubbed it, intervened. “I should have been very happy with all
this friendlieness” Stark writes, “but now I began to feel terribly ill. Jamila shooed
out an invasion of ladies and left me to rest alone. I looked through all the
diseases described in that most valuable book, the Royal Geographical Society’s
Hints to Travellers, and wondered what mine could be. I came to the conclusion
that it must be malaria.”lxxiv Though Stark attributed a purpose to her travel and
intended to “put a girdle round the earth,”lxxv as she quoted Shakespeare’s ‘A
Midsummer Night’s Dream,” Fate changed her plans.

Stark is careful to cast Fate as an illness and not a weakness of her gender. Stark
had already shown herself in Valleys and earlier in Southern Gates to be a hill
woman, a geographer, an explorer, and a useful servant to the Empire. Yet despite
her abilities and her purposeful travel, Stark wrote “And yet I quickly might arrive
/ Where my extended soul is fixed, / But Fate does iron wedges drive / And
always crowds itself betwixt.”lxxvi Stark desires to press on towards Shabwa, but a
local Sultan speaks to Stark and says “You cannot go there.”lxxvii Stark bolsters the
legitimacy of the Sultan’s mandate by ruminating on the nature of authority and
on his tone. “Quiet and friendly,” she writes, “his word was final…. We left the
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matter of the road beyond Shabwa.”lxxviii Because Stark was forbidden to continue
on, Stark’s failure to reach Shabwa does not make her any less of an exceptional
traveler. Indeed, if Stark’s purpose is to serve the Empire and better relations
between the British Empire and its lands, then she would be doing the Empire a
disservice by disobeying a Sultan with such authority.

Stark continues to build her case to her readers of the very gravity of her condition.
First, Stark employs the voice of native men, such as her guide Iuslim, who remark
to Stark “It is a good thing you did not die.”lxxix Furthermore, the Royal Air Force
(R.A.F.) itself came to rescue her, building the case that she deserves the protection
of one of the most powerful arms of the Empire. By the time the R.A.F. arrived,
Stark writes, “I could not turn my head, which was strapped down.”lxxx Yet even in
her semi-conscious state that required rescue from four R.A.F. bomber planes, Stark
thinks of the wadi of Jöl and concludes Southern Gates with the following refrain:
“It doesn’t do to wander / Too far from sober men, / But there’s an Island yonder /
(in sands if not in seas) / I think of it again.”lxxxi Stark’s perseverance in thought and
resolve to return again despite her medical condition contrasts with Stark’s
description of British and native women. Her exceptionalism as a traveler,
therefore, lies not only in being the first European woman to penetrate the valleys of
the Hadhramaut or the in maps that she provided but in her dedication to serving the
Empire at the expense of her own physical health. Because Stark served the Empire
so well and has facilitated its marriage to the East, she seems to conclude, she is
worthy of rescue from the Empire.
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Chapter III: BAGHDAD SKETCHES

“[The Shaikh ‘Abdu’l-Husain] gave me the tips of his fingers, and
sat down with that nuance of velvet authority which is
recognizably ecclesiastical the world over… ‘And this I hope you
will tell your government, and tell them what they are playing
with is…the whole world of Islam, which is half their Empire,
and now longs for friendship and possibly protection.’”
–Freya Stark, Baghdad Sketches, p. 154; emphasis added

Stark wrote Baghdad Sketches in 1937, just one year after she wrote The Southern
Gates of Arabia. Although Southern Gates describes Stark’s 1935 trip to the
Hadhramaut and Baghdad Sketches remembers Stark’s experiences in the 1931
world of Baghdad, Stark emerges as a more useful servant to the Empire, one that
begins to advise on the politics and policies of the Empire of the East. Stark paints
herself as a more experienced traveler in her 1937 reconstructed, vignette-style
account of daily life in Baghdad than she does in her explanation of her failure to
reach Shabwa in Southern Gates.

Stark builds on her use of gender in Southern Gates to bolster her own
exceptionalism. Stark moves from portraying British women as ignorant and
unuseful and native women as exotic in Southern Gates to expressing scenarios of
British women’s faux pas and to silencing native women in Baghdad. In
particular, Stark’s Arabic skills enable her to have the kinds of conversations with
important men to ameliorate the damage and rudeness of British women. Stark
contrasts her Arabic proficiency against other women’s struggles with the
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unwieldy language.

Stark furthers her portrait of herself as a useful servant of the Empire by building
on her understanding of the landscape’s invitation to exploration. Stark had
mapped the landscape and the Incense Road in Southern Gates, but in Baghdad
Sketches she more expressly proclaims the right and even need of the British to
take advantage of the commodities of the landscape. While the land was once
famous for spices and riches and is still useful for its trade routes, Stark points out
that it is also useful for oil. Furthermore, the landscape emerges as inefficient and
in need of the roads and economic development that the British can provide.
Stark notes her own exceptionalism and the situational exceptionalism of the
Empire; both she and the Empire have at their disposal a rare and exquisite land
ripe for exploration and one that needs their presence. Stark portrays herself as a
messenger who solidifies the Empire’s marriage to the East during her travels and
one who will eventually advise the West on its policies in East is West.

“The Art of Travel”
In Baghdad Sketches, Stark portrays her travel not so much as that of a
geographer of the landscape or an explorer of the historical Incense Road as one
who maps the interactions of Eastern and Western people within the city of
Baghdad. Stark presents herself as an insider through her audience, her linguistic
competency, and her assertion of what makes a good traveler versus a tourist.
First, Stark notes that she notes that many of her sketches were “written to amuse
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the readers of the Baghdad Times.”lxxxii Stark also establishes her authority as a
wizened insider writing about the Baghdad of “six years ago.”lxxxiii Such a nod to
previous readership tells readers of Baghdad Sketches that she had an audience in
Baghdad willing to read her writings and that looked to her authority for
entertainment and understanding.

Stark furthers her portrayal of herself as an insider with her choice to live among
natives “in the Moslem Quarter.”lxxxiv Stark emphasizes her unconventional
choice to live among the natives of the “Caliphs’ city” which she dubs “a most
sordid aspect; a long, low straight street, a dingy hybrid between East and
West.”lxxxv In her introduction to the chapter on her choice to live in the Moslem
Quarter, Stark lays out a personal travel manifesto with the kind of authority and
sense of self-wisdom not found in Valleys or Southern Gates:

“To awaken quite alone in a strange town is one of the pleasantest
sensations in the world. You are surrounded by adventure. You
have no idea of what is in store for you, but you will, if you are
wise and know the art of travel, let yourself go on the stream of the
unknown and accept whatever comes in the spirit of which the
gods may offer it. For this reason even your customary thoughts,
all except the rarest of your friends, even most of your luggage—
everything, in fact, which belongs to your everyday life, is merely
a hindrance. The tourist travels in his own atmosphere like a snail
in his shell and stands, as it were, on his own perambulating
doorstep to look at the continents of the world. But if you discard
all this, and sally forth with a leisurely and a blank mind, there is
no knowing what may not happen to you.”lxxxvi
Stark’s travel manifesto distinguishes her in particular from the mode of travel
and of living of British women who “travel in shut boxes”lxxxvii like “a snail in his
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shell.” Her conception of the East and, in particular, living in the Moslem Quarter
as a “strange town” where she is “surrounded by adventure” makes the landscape
exotic. Stark’s understanding of the ‘unknown’ as the gods may “offer it” shows
her understanding of the East as a world offered up for the adventure, pleasure,
and enjoyment of the West.

Once again, Stark travels for happiness, yet in Baghdad Sketches she does not
travel with the kind of urgency that she does in Southern Gates when she had to
reach a destination. Instead, she travels with leisure, noting “one of my ideas of
happiness is to sit on a river bank waiting for a ferry.”lxxxviii As Stark believes that
she can travel where the “stream” of life or the “river bank” may take her and she
often wanders through the city, she notes that her Arabic proficiency enables her
to do so. When looking for a house, she notes that she found her way by reading
“an Arabic notice to say that it [the house] was empty and for sale.”lxxxix Her
Arabic language skills also enabled her to, as in her previous works, solidify
friendships. “From one house to another, in countries far apart, through all the
strange complicated network of the East,” Stark was “sent from friends to friends,
helped and advised, and hidden if need be from the eyes of [her] enemies.”xc
Stark’s travel manifesto paints her as an experienced traveler that can enjoy the
landscape and navigate it well due to her Arabic language skills and her ability to
forge friendships among the strange land of the East.
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“A Dreadful Conclusion”
Just as Stark deems her Arabic proficiency as necessary to the art of travel, she
also relies on her own Arabic proficiency to distinguish herself from both the faux
pas of British women and the silence of native women.

Though Stark praises the governess of the Iraq Government School for Girls who
“gave themselves no airs of female emancipation,”xci she does so because they
emulate her own prized attributes of travel. Yet even these enthusiastic,
courageous women who “at eighteen or twenty launch out alone into strange and
distant cities…find their own lodgings and make their own lives in countries
where professional women are as yet unknown and quite unprovided for…with a
cheerful enthusiasm”xcii cannot teach the British women around Stark. The British
women in Baghdad Sketches spend “three or four lessons on a page of Arabic”
and “[were] frequently reduced to tears learning this language.”xciii Stark, by
contrast, not only learned the language before she arrived in Baghdad but can also
demonstrates her mastery of it throughout her works through her conversations
with native men as well as the kind of written script that opens the chapters of
Southern Gates. Because “the Arab,” Stark writes, “has a respect for the written
word which must come down from ages of magic,”xciv Stark’s linguistic
competence not only enables her to distinguish herself from other British women
and meet with men but get at the heart of an intrinsic Eastern value useful to the
Empire.
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Stark’s linguistic competency enables her to better connect with her community in
the East in the midst of women’s faux pas. Stark notes that Marie the Armenian,
who lived with her when she began to start out in Baghdad not of Stark’s own
volition but at the advice of her English friends, had “excruciating” Arabic skills.
Even Stark’s male and female native friends agreed. “‘She has no intellect. She is
ignorant…she is savage… We all say she is not adapted to one like you,’ said the
greengrocer with the air of a judge. An old woman in black, her veil over one side
of her face and a copper water jar on her shoulder assented vigorously.”xcv Yet
even more injurious to the Empire than Marie the Armenian is the dreadful
conclusion that Stark reaches about the effect of British women’s travel.

“Most Englishwomen,” Stark writes, “spend the best part of their
lives in the East; they have opportunities to know and influence
people of all kinds. In fact, whether they wish it or not, they are
bound to influence them, for good or for ill. They are, as it were, a
two-edged instrument in the hands of Empire; a unique one, since
no other women live their lives abroad in the same way—but also
a dangerous one, for it is never idle but always unconsciously
working either for us or against us. And since we are not so
popular as we once used to be and are rather in need of as much
goodwill as we can conveniently find among our neighbors, it
seems a pity that women who slave away at home at committee
meetings, district visiting, local government, and all sorts of
amusing things, should grudge time and effort and, let us say it, a
good many house of boredom, to the understanding of what lies
around them abroad. A dreadful conclusion is forced on one as
one travels. The British appear to be popular wherever they go
until they come to settle with their wives.”xcvi
British women, therefore, manifest the opposite of Stark’s ideal of the art of
travel. Rather than settling in the Moslem Quarter, being open, and seeing where
the stream takes them, British women seek to⎯as they did in Southern Gates⎯
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create a little world of their own. “The mere fact,” Stark writes, “that such an
importation [of the British social world] makes the home more pleasant than it
was causes an exclusion, though an unavoidable one, of the outer world. It creates
a barrier which was not there”xcvii for British men before their wives or other
British women’s arrival.

“If to this,” Stark continues, “they add complete ignorance,” linguistic
incompetence, “and the strange conviction that to be interested in things around
one is in bad taste and almost immoral—then there is no limit to the harm they
can do… It is much easier for most people to forgive a real injury than a slight to
their vanity…It is all the more stupid if it is done unconsciously as is usually the
case. In fact, when living abroad, especially, it is always as well to remember the
definition of a gentleman as someone who is never unintentionally rude.”xcviii
Stark separates herself from the vain, stupid, and selectively ignorant British
women and aligns herself with her own definition of a gentleman by illustrating
her role in smoothing over a very “regrettable matter” which “brought about the
end of my friendship with Nasir Effendi,”xcix with whom Stark had traveled
throughout Baghdad until these pages.

Mrs. X, Stark writes, stiffened when new two “Eastern visitors” came in the room
and considered one in particular “an interfering insect” to her conversation with
Stark.c Through one visitor left, Nasir Effendi did not but rather “sat limp but
immovable in his chair, in irritating silence” at being ignored. Mrs. X’s
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intentional exclusion of Nasir made the conversation “like an Arctic Ocean, with
remarks like icebergs floating about, few and far between. When Mrs. X left,
Nasir looked at Stark “with real malignity in his little placid eyes… ‘I could see
what she was thinking. They call us wogs.’ He put his cup down with a bang.”
Stark tried to mitigate the sting of Mrs. X’s unintentional rudeness by explaining
that she did not mean to insult Nasir and that rudeness was just a “habit” and a
social convention in England, but “It was no good. He did not believe me.” By
illustrating that though she “really had nothing to do with it” and that Nasir “never
came to see me again,”ci Stark illustrates the failure of the importation of British
social conventions in the East. Furthermore, such female habits offend Easterners
and even break well-established friendships such as Stark’s and Nasir’s. Because
Stark portrays her service to the Empire as friendship with its people in the East,
British women’s method of travel, lack of Arabic linguistic skills, and therefore
lack of understanding and rapport with Easterners represent an obstruction to
Stark’s service and to the role of the Empire itself.

In contrast to the care that Stark takes to recapitulate the words of Nasir and
delineate the linguistic and gestural faux pas of British women that are injurious
to Stark’s travel and the Empire itself, Stark either describes native women as part
of the landscape or silences them. In the same paragraph where Stark describes
two donkies on the riverbank, Stark writes that “a woman from Balad stood
waiting also, swathed in black with tattooed lips,” concluding “there is not much
riches in Balad.”cii Stark tattoos silence and passivity on her character, painting
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her as a part of the landscape and not worth of her own voice. Likewise, the
woman who affirmed Marie the Armenian’s lack of Arabic competency did so
“veiled in black” and “by nodding,”ciii not with words. Stark also equates such
silence with loveliness and the natural, exotic nature of the East. When praising
the “perfect” features of a Shaikh’s wife, Stark notes that “she was not dark
skinned, but very pale; and very shy; in the dim room, in her black gown, with her
quiet way and queenly loveliness, she might have been Proserpine in the realms of
the night.”civ

When Stark does include native women’s speech, she claims to not have adequate
enough Arabic to understand them and devalues what they have to say. Upon
visiting a harem and listening in on a discussion of polygamy, Stark reports that
the women “shove one’s husband into the region of the Inevitable and the
Uncontrollable—Life is like that.”cv While Freya herself seems to have an
unbounded amount of control over her destiny and her fate in the open landscape,
these women stay inside and seem content to accept what life offers them.
Furthermore, Stark spends only a few paragraphs on their conversation, and
devalues it by saying, “We hear of so and so and so and so, their domestic
triumphs and difficulties.”cvi Stark does not even give enough credence to
women’s experience by translating and recording their difficulties, although she
details—down to the very kind of iceberg-like tone—of Mrs. X’s offensive
conversation with Nasir. Stark spent earlier pages detailing the adequacy and
talent of her Arabic as compared to other women in the school and has spent three
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earlier books using the mouths of natives to validate her competency in the
language, yet now uses that passage to refer to the difficulty of the language,
claiming “the stories in this feminine gathering [surpassed] my Arabian Nights
vocabulary….” Stark deems her Arabic comprehension “quite inadequate,”
claiming she “los[t] all the best bits.”cvii Though one cannot speak for sure to the
adequacy of Stark’s vocabulary, it is notable that she is able to translate and
converse with powerful men but she does not translate the trials of wives and
simply ascribes a passivity to them. While Stark found it useful to amend the
strained relations between Mrs. X and Nasir, Stark’s light treatment of native
wives seems to imply that she deems building relationships with native women
not as useful to the Empire as maintaining friendships with native men.

“More Like a Marriage”
Stark’s portrayal of the East in Baghdad Sketches emerges as one that is in need
of a relationship with the West. In doing so, Stark makes the case for the East’s
need for transit, political guidance, and economic intervention. “The inefficient
drainage system of Baghdad,’ Stark notes, made the city still “triumphantly
Eastern” in this respect.”cviii Despite some remaining Eastern inefficiencies, Stark
predicts that Western presence will, as of 1937, “in a very short time a railway
will link Baghdad with Europe.”cix The relationship of transit is only the
foundation of the relationship that Stark begins to more clearly depict in Baghdad
Sketches. Stark reinforces the need for order and its importance when
commenting that “one of the pleasantest bodies of men in Iraq are the police…
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They are the traveller’s refuge in every sort of trouble.”cx Stark also notes that the
colonized need direction in developing their government, as the “politics of
Arabia” are still “Blood. Slaying. Not more cruel than ours,” Stark acknowledges,
“but possibly more sudden. They form the evening talk in many back tents,
pegged down under the whiteness of the moon in their great desert silence.”cxi Just
as Stark silenced native women, so, too does she silence the landscape as if it its
primitive tents and blood politics need the voice and direction of the Empire.

For the structure that the West provides, Stark anticipates that the West has a right
to delight in and explore the commodities of the East. First, the East emerges as
almost a charming, open playground for the West. “In the open desert, indeed,”
Stark writes, “there is romance even in the motor.”cxii Her exploits almost take on
the role of play when she asks herself, “What more fascinating game than to be
given a city of ruins twenty-eight miles long to play with and a little money to do
it?”cxiii Stark delights in the epic nature of East and the commodities it has to
offer, both historically and at the present. “No one,” she writes, “who comes upon
this magnificent position can fail to realize what an important place it must have
ever been…[and] our troops discovered it.”cxiv The openness of the East
reinforces the specialness of the British Empire itself. “There is a real
significance, a glorious exultation, in the knowledge that behind the horizon, and
behind it again, and again, and again, for days and days and days, lies the Desert
of Arabia.”cxv Stark once again looks to history to lend credence to her travels and
the epic nature of the British Empire. “Think of an earlier time,” she urges her
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reader,” before the world was round, when the Ionian wanderer beside the Pillars
of Hercules could look out over an Ocean whose boundaries were actually beyond
the boundaries of earth. Astronomy alone can give us these pleasures nowadays. I
am prepared to admit that they are pleasures unsuited to a democratic age,
demanding a rather larger amount of the world’s surface than is now available for
one’s person’s amusement.”cxvi Despite her assertion that such pleasure are
unsuited to a democratic age, Stark reminds her reader, “yet let us not be told
meanwhile that it is all one—that those empty leagues around us out of sight do
not give a rare and exquisite edge to our sensations.”cxvii Stark presses forward as
presenting herself useful to the Empire by more clearly offering pictures of what
happens when the colonizers and the colonized interact with this rare and
sensational landscape.

As Stark heightens her argument for the importance and necessity of the Empire
as well as devalues the importance, competence, and usefulness of both British
and native women, she then turns to her fellow traveler, whom she calls the
sentimental traveler. The sentimental traveler, who could be a western official or
businessman, “laments over the ancient east,” and “finds petroleum less
influential and books more so.” The sentimental traveler “visualizes the charms”
of the landscape.” Perhaps most egregiously, the sentimental traveler measures
the landscape “by momentary value, not by achievement of the past and
possibilities of the present and future.” Though Stark acknowledges that she “has
a great deal of sympathy with this view,” Stark’s inclusion and parsing of value
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between what is useful for the Empire and what is not captures the potentiality of
the landscape and its people. The land is useful for its commodities, she seems to
say, like cardamom and petroleum, and for its openness. The sentimental traveler,
Stark writes, “is a pioneer,” and his mistakes of viewing the Empire for its past
are “small matters, to be taken in one’s stride with one’s eye on the goal beyond
them.” cxviii “Yet,” Stark writes, as she prepares to level her criticism, “he dwells
on with exaggerated sensitiveness and can find comfort by shutting his eyes and
saying what is not really there…[and] a good deal of responsibility rests with the
sentimental traveler in the first place.”cxix Not only does Stark portray the British
wives as traveling irresponsibly and she also presents the irresponsible habits and
attitudes of other travelers throughout the empire. By comparison, Stark sees her
work and life as providing both a physical and social map of responsible and
useful travel for the Empire.

Stark’s social maps and responsible travel enable her to build a gendered
relationship of East and West that she deems a marriage. Stark most blatantly
genders the landscape in her discussion of the presence of the Oil Company.
Because of notorious Eastern inefficiency, Stark notes that with “time, civilization
will come tempered, more like a Marriage and less like a Rape so the landscape
will keep her peculiar charm”cxx and so the Empire can enjoy its expanse. Stark
not only genders but almost sexualizes the landscape when discussing the Oil
Company, proudly noting that “Oil [is] stronger than the elemental matter: [the]
definition of the Englishman. It brings to the surface the unviolated secrets of the
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earth: and has a splendor about it of human courage.”cxxi Stark’s description of the
East as “she [that] is bound to submit” to the Western Englishman’s “floods” of
influence,cxxii adds an inevitable aspect to her marriage metaphor. The formalized
and institutionalized nature of the Marriage between East and West implies that
the East’s need for economic development and Western influence would enable
Stark to continue to travel and serve the Empire.

Stark concludes Baghdad Sketches with the assertion that a powerful male
native—a Shaikh—affirmed her role in maintaining the marriage of East and
West. To demonstrate his support, Stark first builds up the authority of the man
who took her to see the Shaikh: “There is no doubt that an Eastern governor
comes to know a great deal about human nature, which makes him agreeable to
talk to.”cxxiii The governor then offered to Stark to take her to “see our religious
head…whose fathers before him for five generations have been our leaders in this
town.”cxxiv The governor even took pains of “consultation” with other religious
leaders to ensure that Stark met the religious head at “the least conspicuous hour,
for the visit of a woman smacks somewhat of frivolity.” Here, Stark’s mention of
her gender further demonstrates her use of it as a tool to highlight her
exceptionalism; it does not impede her ability to map human nature or the
relationships between officials in East and West, but rather made her visit with the
religious head even more special.

Because this Shaikh “knew Gertrude Bell and Sir Percy Cox,”cxxv Stark places
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herself in the ranks of explorers whom the British public would have known.
Here, unlike the vagueness with which she could not understand the Arabic of the
women before, Stark makes clear to her readers that the Shaikh wants her to carry
his message to the British Empire: “Speaking of what now occupies, the Eastern
world, [he] told me his opinion on Britain and Islam.”cxxvi Then, the elder himself
of five generations asks Freya to be his political, cultural, missionary: “And this I
hope you will tell your government…the whole world of Islam, which is half their
Empire…now longs for friendship with them and possibly protection.”cxxvii
Following Stark’s gendering and sexualizing of the landscape and construing of
the relationship between West and East as a marriage, Stark’s sense of protection
here emerges as the kind of protection that a man offers a woman or that the
splendid and courageous Royal Air Force offered Stark when it lifted her out of
the Hadhdramaut. When Stark promises to the Skaikh “to do my best to repeat his
words,”cxxviii she takes on the role not just of geographer of the Valley of the
Assassins or explorer of the Southern Gates of the Hadhramaut but of a
messenger to the British Empire.

Yet as Stark walked through the bazaar, she notes that she was
“shocked to see an old shoemaker cross-legged in his booth
staring at me with eyes of concentrated hate…. What a strange
revelation of self-esteem it is when people only love those who
think and feel as they do…And if he had been able to look past my
English bodice into my heart, he would have seen that what is was
filled with at the moment was a friendly respect for his Shrine.”cxxix
Though men in power respect her and view her as legitimate due to her
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competency in understanding people and navigating the land and language, Stark
concludes Baghdad Sketches with an example of a commoner unable to look past
her “bodice.” Such a conclusion suggests that perhaps Stark remained very aware
of her writing for the “Public” in the same way she was for The Valleys of the
Assassins.cxxx When Stark follows her discussion of the old shoemaker with a
larger discussion of difference and faith, asking, “who are we to criticize a faith
that gives so much?”cxxxi Stark seems to ask the Public what right the old
shoemaker had to criticize her, a woman who gives so much to the Empire.
Furthermore, Stark seems to ask her readership look past her bodice and to her
heart and respect her linguistic abilities, navigable competency, and political
legitimacy as a servant of the Empire.
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Chapter IV: EAST IS WEST

“[This book] presents things as I myself have seen,
and hopes to give an impression, as true as so
complex a matter can be given in simple form, of
the Arab world as it is to-day. It is written, not for
the specialist, but as an armchair journey for the
average reader.
“…the important point to notice is that⎯to a British
view⎯the Arab world is a region of
transit…Britain has seen in the “island of the
Arabs” the gateway of her trade….”
⎯Freya Stark, Introduction, East is West (xiii, xix).

After writing The Valleys of the Assassins detailing her fantastic geographical
expedition to Luristan, The Southern Gates of Arabia outlining Stark’s
exploration of the historic Incense Road of the Hadhramaut, and Baghdad
Sketches demonstrating Stark’s ability to map the people and interactions of the
East, Stark poises herself as an expert ready to give an “armchair” journey of the
relationship between West and East for the average British reader. By mentioning
that she “left the Middle East after four years of friendly contact with its people”
to find that in England and the United States “the popular idea of the Arab world
in both countries was out-of-date except among small, travelled societies of
experts,”cxxxii Stark establishes the public need for her opinion. Stark counts
herself among such a society of experts by opening part I of Baghdad Sketches
and asserting that in the spring and summer of 1939 she left her own home “to
offer whatever service I could give in London, and was taken, because of my
knowledge of Arabic, as an expert by the Ministry of Information. We began to
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function inside the Foreign Office…on September 4th, the second day of the
war.”cxxxiii By East is West, Stark’s travel has proven competency and usefulness
not only to the people she meets but to the British Government itself.

Stark’s travel in East is West is that of a government mission. During World War
II, Stark traveled as a propagandist, hoping to establish an “area of contact” of
friendly relations to the West in the East.cxxxiv Stark’s references to her gender and
the gender of others, then, serve to illuminate her understanding of and ability to
befriend all kinds of people, including British women, native women, British
men, and native men. Though Stark goes to the East on the official mission of the
government, she concludes that “personal relations are at the heart of every
human structure, however aridly official the scaffolding that hides it.”cxxxv The
British have a “fine sense of political realism,” Stark boasts. “Where others wish
to divide and spoil,” the “necessary British policy is to unify and strengthen.”cxxxvi
Stark’s friendships and maps take on a political role, as they serve to unify the
East and strengthen the West by assuring and maintaining what she understands to
be an almost marital alliance during World War II.

“Like a New Weapon of Iron into the Bronze Age”
Stark draws a clear distinction between her audience, who must be brought up to
date on the happenings of the Arab world and what it means to the British, and
herself, a travelled expert of use to the Empire. Stark traveled—and wrote—to
“promote the political and economic unity of the Arabian world.”cxxxvii “To help
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in such a task,” Stark writes, “a real understanding is necessary of the forces that
are moving there.”cxxxviii Stark presents herself as qualified to understand those
forces and explain them not only to the British government but also the Empire’s
people.

Stark’s official mission to Yemen as a propagandist qualified her to write such an
armchair reader on the East. “In this antique atmosphere” of the East, Stark
writes, “like a new weapon of iron into the bronze age, I came in February 1940
with a portable cinema packed among my clothes.”cxxxix Stark repeats her sense of
bringing modernity to antiquity throughout East is West noting often that “here
the cinema, the banner of our day, has not yet entered.”cxl Stark writes that her
reels were “very innocent,” containing only three news-reels, one for the Army,
one for the Navy, and one for the Air Force, and they still kept carefully clear the
grimmer side of war.”cxli Stark notes her particular fit to the job of propagandist
because of her linguistic competency. Stark comments that she could read the
“flutter of [propaganda] leaflets” in Baghdad.” When “[their] Arabic was too
good for my driver,” Stark writes, “I translated it into colloquial language as we
went along.”cxlii Furthermore, Stark narrated the propaganda films she showed.
“Through the microphone, in Arabic, I told the story; and turned on the sound
track when we came to booms or guns, so that my audience might enjoy the noise
of explosions.”cxliii Then, portraying the East in terms that her audience could
understand, Stark writes that “We sat a little while and revised the European
situation over sweetmeats and glasses of tea.”cxliv Stark also gives her readers a
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historical sense of the exceptional nature of this experience of East and West by
placing herself at the crossroads: “Here one can see history as she is, the mosaic
of times and places, fantastic strings visibly interweaving…We are watching
ancient Assyria looking at the cinema and listening to the news; no merely
picturesque antique can bear the piquancy of this experience.”cxlv Yet Stark
always attributes her success in the service of and for the Empire, noting that
“with the world of our Government behind me, it was not difficult to reach the
hearts of [the] teachers.”cxlvi

Stark claims particular need for her propaganda work in Cairo, where German
propaganda was “gnawing here and there like the mouse at the dam, until the time
comes for the loosened structure to give way.”cxlvii Yet Stark protected the British
influence in Cairo by founding the Brotherhood of Freedom. Stark labels the
Brotherhood as a “small but stout pillar” and “helpful to the British war effort,
which at that time needed all the help it could get.”cxlviii Stark’s assertion of the
British need for help will provide the basis for her portrayal of herself as aligning
herself with both native and British men and women, which will be elaborated
upon in the next section. Yet for now, Stark contents herself with saying that
“because of this usefulness, the Ambassador…allowed me to devote my time
away from official duties.”cxlix Furthermore, Stark clarifies the purpose of her
travel and distinguishes it from that of just showing propaganda films. Though
“most were inclined to attribute [the success of the society] to propaganda,” Stark
reminds the reader and other British readers of her crucial role. Stark’s ability to
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maintain friendships, not work the machinery of a propaganda reel, was the
reason for her success as a political agent of the Empire: “The appeal of our
Brotherhood was made entirely to individuals.”cl

Stark appeals to individuals because she posits that “a real understanding…can
only be established in two ways: either by making their governments so
representative that foreign diplomats when dealing with them really are dealing
with most of the nation; or, by widening the contacts outside government and
diplomatic circles sufficiently to make an area of understanding below the points
of the pyramids as it were, so that the masses of the nations come to know each
other as well as do their diplomats.”cli Yet the difficulty to create allies occurred
because “very few British took the trouble,” as Stark had, “to meet Iraqis at all.
The change of feeling among the young in the last three years has largely been
brought about by the growing up of non-official friendships outside the
diplomatic area: the inside efficiency of the diplomatic area will much depend no
Iraq herself, and on how far she can make her own Government really
representative.”clii Stark’s belief that one must appeal to individuals and take the
trouble to travel to meet the people of the Empire is reflected in the motto of the
Brotherhood: “We had a badge, a V for Victory, with two hands of friendship
across it.”cliii Stark’s success as a propagandist therefore depends not only on her
linguistic ability to narrate the films but also on her ability to appeal to individuals
and create friendships across the land.
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Stark measures her success as a propagandist through the numbers of membership
in the brotherhood and through her ability to travel to the remote corners of the
East. “When I left Iraq in 1943,” Stark writes, her Brotherhood had transformed
from a few Iraqi men who wished to pin the badge of friendship on the “inside
lapel of their coat”cliv to a proud society of “over 7,000 members.”clv “It is
pleasant to remember,” Freya further emphasizes, “that our numbers began and
grew in the worst part of the war, in the shadows that preceded Stalingrad and
Alamein.”clvi Stark attributes to her success to her point to “[visit] practically
every centre in Iraq, and many of them more than once,” which “brought me into
contact with every sort of Iraqi from one end of the country to another.”clvii

Stark’s ability to appeal to various individuals of the British Empire is first
dependent on her ability to reach them, no small feat in wartime. Stark once again
places herself in the context of history and epic travelers to demonstrate her
mastery of the art of travel: “Like Cortez when he burned his boats, I had taken
the precaution of having no return visa for Persia, so that when once I was across
the boundary, the Iraqis would have some difficulty in getting me back again. I
have had a good deal of practice in the crossing of frontiers, and felt that I was
probably better at it than an oil magnate.”clviii Yet inevitably, even Stark met
trouble in traveling because of her gender.

“When we reached the little town of Khanikin,” Stark writes, “the first hint of
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trouble appeared with a policeman.” A tall young lieutenant began talking with
Stark’s chauffeur and asked the chauffeur about his wristwatches. The chauffeur
pulled three out of his pocket to choose form. They lieutenant looked at them with
dismay. “‘These are men’s watches,’” he said. ‘Didn’t I tell you it was for a
lady?’” Stark makes light of the seriousness of being detained by the police,
exuding confidence in her experience as a traveler like Cortez and her ability to
serve the Empire. “‘For a young and pretty one, I imagine?’ said I, interested in
this comedy. The lieutenant gave me a glance which adopted me into the category
of human beings, and agreed with a smile.” Stark, in turn, shows him her wristwatch, “a very plain gold one un-adorned. ‘You see,’” she explained to the
lieutenant, “‘they are worn very like a man’s when it is with a day-dress. If you
give her that one,’ I pointed to the middle one, ‘and tell her it is the moda for
sport, she will be very pleased indeed.’” The lieutenant who once jumped on the
“running-board” of her taxi to guide her car “through sullen and deadened
markets to where the police had their headquarters” suddenly looks to Stark for
authority on the matter: “‘You really think she will like that one?’ He asked
anxiously. ‘I think so,’ I said. ‘Any woman would be pleased with it.’ ‘Taib,
good,’ said the lieutenant, and, handing back the other two, concentrated his mind
on the civil war of his country.”clix

After Stark demonstrated her ability to aid the policeman and refocus his attention
on the proper matters of his country, she turned herself to the matter of her current
imprisonment and uses her gender, once again, manipulated the situation to her
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advantage. The lieutenant, now polite, apologized to Stark that she “cannot be
sent to Baghdad,’ he said. ‘I have interned two travelers already. A telegram came
last night to say everyone was to be stopped.’”clx Yet Stark demonstrates her
exceptional art as a traveler and ability to create friendships in order to wield the
situation to her advantage:

“‘Did you telegram say that women as well as men were to
be prevented from going to Baghdad?’
The lieutenant looked at me, assailed by doubt.
‘No,’ he agreed. ‘It said travellers. It said nothing about
women at all.’
‘It would be a nuisance for you to have to keep a woman
here,’ I said, as if the matter were settled. ‘You would have to find
a separate house; and of course you would have to find me a maid.
I never stay anywhere without a maid,’ I said very seriously. ‘You
would wish to do it all in a civilized way—you are not Germans
after all—and it would give you a lot of trouble.’
The lieutenant’s face had been growing longer as I went on.
‘Well,’ he said. ‘What would you like to do?’… ‘Would
you like to go to Baghdad by train or car?’”clxi
Stark not only demonstrates her ability to give the lieutenant advice and befriend
him but uses her gender to convince him to request how she would like to be
released from his imprisonment, even though he had already detained two other
travellers. After the lieutenant agrees to send her by train, Stark, ever-focused on
creating friendships, turns to the policeman and says, “It would be nice if we
could have some tea. If you can bring the attendant here, I will ask him, and we
will have it together….”clxii Stark and the lieutenant exchanged stories of
“pleasant journeys with tips and friendliness at their end.”clxiii By the time Stark
finished her tea, the policeman not only viewed Stark with respect, swearing “By
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Allah, Lady, we do what we can” to ensure her safe travel, but the policeman was
also “slowly connecting the image of the [British commander] Colonel Prescott,
whom he liked, with the abstract picture of ‘The English,’” which Stark herself
represents.clxiv Stark not only gave a concrete image to her captor of the
benevolence of the British Empire but also befriended him: “The policeman had
come into my room thinking he was guarding a prisoner; he now saw that he was
protecting a lady of the tribe of Colonel Prescott against the possibility of any
trouble. His decent and chivalrous feelings leaped at this interpretation, and he
was my friend for the rest of the evening.”clxv Stark’s linguistic competency and
mastery of the art of travel, even in the face of the challenges of wartime, presents
her as uniquely qualified to maintain a great area of contact of the British Empire
with the East.

“Personal Relations are at the Root of Every Human Structure”
Stark’s discussion of gender and travel most clearly emerges as a tool in East is
West. Though Stark acknowledges that her gender presented a challenge to
travelling when she encountered the lieutenant of Khanikin, her quick thinking
and wielding of conceptions of women’s travel enable her to escape detainment.
Therefore, though Stark acknowledges that her gender as a woman presents her
with problems, she notes that her womanly figure can also be a comfort to British
men, who protect the Empire, and that she herself is exceptionally quick thinking
and useful in comparison to other British women. Stark also demonstrates this
usefulness to the Empire by her protection of British women in the Baghdad
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embassy under siege; while Stark negotiates with their captors for food stuffs, the
British women request makeup powder. Stark’s departure from her previous
silencing of native women and her aligning with them coincides with her attempt
to further the success of the Brotherhood of Freedom and the British cause of
alliance, which Stark over and over comments needs all the aid it can get. As
Stark serves the Empire, fighting for its right to continue its extended reach into
the East, she does so with the overarching goal of maintaining the West’s right to
transit and economic marriage with the East.

Just after Stark escapes the detainment of the lieutenant in Khanikin, Stark finds
herself besieged at the British embassy by Iraqi troops paid by the Germans.clxvi In
the face of such danger, Stark managed to “[keep] friendly relations” with their
captors as well as keep the women calm. “I tried successfully,” Stark writes, “to
ask for face powder, and then added a list from the ladies of the dormitory, so that
the policemen at the gate remarked to our cawasses how strange it was that ‘those
Englishwomen still think about cosmetics though they are going to be massacred
in three days.”clxvii Stark keeps up such ‘ridiculous’ and petty requests for British
fashion because the Oriental Counselor, Captain Holt, who “knew more,
probably, than any other human being about the ins and outs of Iraqi politics
during the last twenty years…wisely urge[d] the maintaining of diplomatic
relations whatever the armies of our respective countries might be doing to each
other in the desert.”clxviii Stark, therefore, took it upon herself to make herself
useful at the embassy and acted as a protector for what she numbers at almost
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“three hundred and fifty of us…I looked after them, for it was no one’s business
otherwise to do so…So I became their representative and got them such things as
cigarettes, and told them the news, which we took from the air every day and
wrote in bulletins on the notice boards.”clxix Stark explains her protective behavior
toward the British women not only as responding to Captain Holt’s urging to
maintain diplomatic relations but also by appealing to her particular historical
moment: “In such [war]times one comes to have very warm feelings for the
Average Man (or Woman either).”clxx Furthermore, Stark notes that her “manners
indeed are like the cipher in arithmetic—they may not be much in themselves, but
they are capable of adding a great deal to the value of everything else.”clxxi Stark
presents herself as cipher for the British women by bringing wartime news to the
embassy as well as a cipher for the natives in order that they may understand the
Empire’s propaganda and ally with the British.

Stark uses her gender to comfort British men, who, when she was not detained or
besieged in the embassy, exclaimed with happiness, “‘My God, it’s a woman!’
Very few foreign women were yet back in Baghdad” Stark explains, and only
one, Mrs. Downson, in Iraq to the west of it.”clxxii Just as Stark created a
friendship with her captor in Khanikin by pouring tea, the R.A.F. chauffeur said
to Stark, “‘It did us good to see you at the [propaganda] picture show last night
miss.’ Apart from a few Sisters in uniform, I had been the only woman there and
had worn an evening dress).‘You just can’t think what it means to us,’ said the
driver, just to see a lady at the table pouring tea.”clxxiii Stark further emphasizes
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the gift of her presence when she explains that some of these men had already had
“five or even seven years’ service away from home, in camps in the sands, often
under canvas where the heat in the summer of 1942 was so great (126 in the
shade) that one out of seven went sick with it.”clxxiv Stark’s nod to the sickness of
men also builds on her presentation of Fate as the sickness that presented her from
reaching the Southern Gates of Arabia and not her gender, for even the prized
men of the Royal Air Force were susceptible to the sickness and disease of the
Eastern colonies. “No wonder,” Stark ruminates, “’a lady pouring out tea’ gave
them a feeling of home.”clxxv

Stark’s understanding of manners, ability to translate important matters, and
forging of friendships in desperate situations places her in the company of
prominent British colonels who “hold the allegiance of all” due to the fact that
“there is little they do not know of the country and its people.”clxxvi Emulating
Captain Holt’s plea to maintain diplomatic relations and appealing to the
desperation of wartime, Stark does not silence the discourses of native women but
rather acknowledges “the power of unemancipated women to get their way,” for
“women boxed up in houses are much more powerful than those of us who roam
outside.”clxxvii However, Stark takes care to distinguish herself from the feminists
of her time. “I am not a feminist myself, and always think this a strange word by
which to describe someone who wishes to make women more like men, women
who, even in a world at peace, are busy with the fundamentals of life and death,
who look Eternity in the face with the birth of their children….”clxxviii Stark does
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not count herself among feminists; Stark is unmarried and therefore not busy with
the “fundamentals of life and death” and “children.” Yet neither does Stark count
herself as a man in this paragraph, arguing that feminists should not want to make
women more like men because “woman has spent many thousand years watching
man make a mess with regulations, and the sight seems to me to offer no great
reason for trying to grow like him.”clxxix Stark does not characterize herself as a
man when noting that men make a mess with regulations because regulations
themselves threaten, like in Khanikin, to impede her ability to travel and therefore
serve the Empire.

However, Stark does not oppose the education of women, stating that “education
is another matter, and there appears to be no advantage in making reading, writing
or even arithmetic a matter of sex.”clxxx Stark singles out education as neither a
male nor female quality as she herself is educated and it is this Arabic education
that enables her to travel and surpass the regulations of the male, bureaucratic
world to serve the Empire in the way she sees fit. Stark presents a particular
example of the usefulness of female education in Lulie, an Egyptian woman
whom Stark calls one of the Brotherhood’s “most convinced gospellers.”clxxxi As
Stark recognized earlier that women in shut-in houses hold power, she notes again
that it is Lulie’s veiled mother’s approval that was required for Lulie to attend
Oxford and support the British cause.clxxxii Education also furthers the mission of
Stark’s Brotherhood and makes propaganda itself useful, for as Stark noted
earlier, the leaflets did nothing for people like her chauffeur who could not
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translate the too-formal Arabic.

Although Stark notes the importance of caring for British women or appealing to
native women, she continues to distinguish herself from these women. Stark met
an imam, an honour “not for mere women”clxxxiii and was fed from the Sultan of
Yemen’s own kitchen.clxxxiv Stark garners the respect of native men and members
of the Brotherhood of Freedom, who greet her with “Peace be upon you,’ a
handshake, and the remark “I too am a Brother of Freedom.”clxxxv Though other
ladies had been “flown away” from the embassy during the siege, Stark stayed to
welcome the Iraqi Regent back to the embassy.clxxxvi Stark uses her presence to
trumpet the victory of Empire: “Our long line of cars, washed by their chauffeurs
and disentangled from barbed wire, were shining in the sun. At this moment of
victory, the Ambassador and Mr. Knabenshue were there together, and all the
chiefs of our imprisoned family, feeling strangely in the air of freedom. (There
were no women, and my presence was an irregularity, but I could not have
enjoyed it more).”clxxxvii Stark’s praise of her exceptional presence and the British
victory to retain their cars speaks to her role and service in protecting the
Empire’s right of glorious travel through the East.

“Belongs Indeed to the West”
By East is West, Stark’s conception of the Empire’s role takes on that of a divine
mission. When opening the chapter on the inception of the Brotherhood of
Freedom, Stark uses a quote from Genesis: “And God said: ‘Let the waters under
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the heaven be gathered together unto one place, and let the dry land appear”
(Genesis) “Nothing,” Stark rights, “in our Brotherhood could have been done
without the help of the Mighty.”clxxxviii While the Royal Air Force and other men
could gather the Empire by force, as Stark notes that “the aeroplane and the
motor-car together may secure the future cohesion of Arabia” for “the British
Commonwealth,”clxxxix Stark sees herself as aiding in a Divine mission to gather
the Empire in friendship, alliance, and marriage.

Stark also sees herself in aiding of bringing the past and present together by
uniting the Arab world, which she calls “the greatest commercial Empire of the
West between the fall of Rome and the rise of Britain,”cxc and the West for an
economic marriage that she sees as beneficial to both. Stark traces the historical
potential for the riches from such an alliance: “The merchants of ancient Middle
East emporiums have held the keys ever since the sayids when the Levant
Company first played cricket in Aleppo, or the master of the Tiger wandered in its
streets. For a time the Cape of Good Hope deviated traffic; the Suez Canal and
aeroplanes have restored it; sea and air have ousted the camel caravan; but the
direction for the trade of Asia is the same.”cxci Just as Stark elucidated her passion
for roads and rivers in Southern Gates and Baghdad Sketches, so does Stark
continue to praise the transit of the Empire. The West and its asphalt roads have
linked the “triumphantly inefficient” East of her Baghdad Sketches “into the great
chain of modern communications.”cxcii Stark delights that the charm of “that
pleasant, wayward, inconvenient sort of journey belongs, on that particular
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itinerary, to the history of the past.”cxciii Just as the British brought asphalt that
“stretches from end to end” in the desert to service its trade, so does Stark see
herself as laying the metaphorical roads of friendship through the lands of the
East, making way for the travel of British men or economic relationships.

Stark notes that natives of the East welcome the roads, modernization, and right
of travel of the British. Stark likens Britain to “a great rock in a thirsty land,”
Britain “has not grown the herbage in her shadow, but her shadow—by being
there—has permitted the herbage to grow… While [the young effendi of the East]
has been learning, the umbrella of safety has been held above his head, and this
security, more than any other single factor, has made possible the general and
rapid progress of the land of the last twenty-five years in all the north Arabian
lands.”cxciv In return for their economic growth, Stark believes “the Arabian
nomads…guard the B.O.D’s [British Oil Developing Company]’s stores and
depots, and are so to speak desert agents for this company of Oil. In the troubles
of May 1941 they helped cut the railway line in their country during the British
advance on Baghdad.”cxcv Stark expounds upon the commercial benefits for the
nomads, noting that “the years of war have helped this Arab renascence by
flooding the Middle East with money” and “in the meantime the Arabs have more
money in their pockets than they ever had before.”cxcvi Arabian nomads, she notes,
now own “Chryslers” and “London Bathrooms.”cxcvii Arabs’ desire for a
relationship and to model their development off of the West signals to Stark a
welcoming of the British presence and a desire for a closer economic relationship.
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As a personal representation of the desire for this relationship, Stark recounts a
number of “Wise Men” who welcomed her into their company. “They have not
usually—in fact I do not think that apart from Gertrude Bell they have ever—
received a European woman; but they have been gracious to me and allowed me
to visit them several times, and have spoken with a dignified acuteness, looking as
if through the mirror … of passing shows of time.”cxcviii Stark portrays herself not
only as uniquely welcomed as a part of the East welcoming the West but also as
one who understands the dynamics of the relationships within the East and the
problems in the current marriage of East and West. Such an understanding, Stark
posits, can only be used to further solidify the East and therefore strengthen the
West.

Stark described the Empire as one of ever-changing “stream of lava rolling
under…half-coagulated crust” with the potential “at any moment to crack and
break”cxcix in her 1932 article Women and the Service of the Empire. Stark
remains conscious in Valleys, Southern Gates, Baghdad Sketches, and East is
West of the potential women and others have to damage the marriage of East and
West, a marriage she has worked hard to maintain. Internally, Stark notes tension
between older and younger men. “There is a threat of cleavage,” Stark writes,
“here between the older men and the younger men.”cc Through her Brotherhood
of Freedom, Stark has already shown herself to be able to garner the support and
cause of the younger men, and she can provide healing of this “reconciling” of
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this cleavage, “yet the weight of their traditions sits hardly on the younger men,
and in the Holy cities more than elsewhere in Iraq you feel a ferment, and a threat
of cleavage, and the difficulty of reconciling the ‘ends of the ages’ which have
come together in so short a span.”cci Stark also points out the detriment of British
officials themselves to damage the relationship of East and West. “Officials
everywhere labour under a disadvantage in their pursuit of Good: from their
beginning their eyes are fixed on other bureaucrats’ promotions; stimulus and not
nourishment, not friendship is their daily food.”ccii Stark builds on her earlier
point that personal relations lie at the heart of the success of the marriage of East
and West, not regulatory structure. Without Stark’s kind of friendship and service,
the marriage is damaged. “Friendships as in matrimony [is] the basis for all
durable kindness,”cciii Stark writes. Stark strengthens her claim about the
importance of friendship when a “Shaikh who said he was ready to fight for the
Allies whenever they asked him to do so…spoke affectionately of this
Englishman and that, but slightingly of their policy in general. ‘You make
friends,’ he said, ‘and cherish them, and make them ready to do everything for
you, and then you chuck them away.’” Stark comes to the Empire’s defense,
replying, “‘it is not easy for us, you know…Our friends are very apt to quarrel
one with another, and there we are between them.’”cciv Despite Stark’s best effort
to convince the Shaikh of the benevolence of the British policy in general, the
Shaikh’s negative view of the West warns her “armchair readership” of the
dangers of policy without friendship.
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Furthermore, Stark’s discussion of Empire in East is West demonstrates that she
is conscious of the intertwined nature of her identity and the identity of the British
Empire. The increasing complaints about the White Paper and the “Palestine
Question”ccv are tied to Arabs’ doubts of the sincerity of British friendship. “A
mulla with a black beard and gown said, ‘we would be satisfied with the White
Paper if we thought the British would keep their promise. The one to the Jews
they have kept; they have given them one-third of Palestine; but ours they always
break. “‘There is no breaking up to the present,’ said [Stark] rather crossly. ‘We
stick to what we have said and Mr. Eden has confirmed it in Parliament in so
many words. It is no use to worry about people’s sins before they have been
committed.’” Stark’s defense of the Empire that “sounded like theology”
convinced the mullas to look at her and “no[d] their heads.” In doing so, they not
only affirm her right to be in their presence but affirm her power and authority,
waiting for her to continue. “‘I may tell you,’” Stark presses on, “‘That I am a
Government servant myself while the war goes on: and if we did break our
promise, I should resign to-morrow, and so would lots of other people. You
mustn’t think that the Arabs have a monopoly of honour.’”ccvi Just as Stark wrote
that the British women in Baghdad Sketches always had some effect, whether
detrimental or not, so does British contact with the East. Though Stark had
advocated women’s service of the Empire in her 1932 article and moved to
advocating her own exceptional service of the Empire, Stark begins to sense by
the conclusion of East is West that even her own unique abilities, friendship, and
service cannot save the marriage of the Empire if her relationships stand in stark
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contrast to the official British treatment of the East. Stark cautions that the East
“belongs indeed to the West,” and it is the West that, for good or bad, will mould
[the young Effendi] and with him the future identity of the world.”ccvii Stark built
her identity upon her service to the Empire; without the East, there is no Empire,
and without the Empire, there is no need for Stark’s travel, writings, or service.

Yet Stark does not feel threatened by the apparent disconnect between her identity
and the formal policies of the Government but rather presents herself as
indispensable to the Empire and to her readership. Perhaps the most striking
example of the intertwining of Stark’s identity with the relationship of East and
West lies in her concluding paragraphs of East is West. Stark describes a meeting
with General Eisenhower as a part of developing the American and British
economic relationship of The Middle East Supply Centre.ccviii Both Stark and
Eisenhower celebrated the “general harmony” of the East. “‘I am glad you should
have notice it,’ he said. ‘We try for co-operation. But it is a thing you cannot just
leave: it has to be worked for and added to every day.”ccix “It seemed to me,”
Stark concludes, “that he expressed in a word or tow the lesson which had most
deeply sunk into my mind during four years in the Middle East.”ccx By placing
these words in the mouth of a powerful Western man, Stark chargers her readers
that not only does she need the East for her identity but that the West depends
upon her for its identity as an Empire; it needs her work “every day” or the East
will cease to co-operate and the British Empire itself will cease to be an Empire.
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CONCLUSION

Just before Stark began her autobiography and five years after she published East
is West, Stark gave a talk on her philosophy of exploration for the British
Broadcasting Corporation’s third annual programme. In it, her identity as a
traveler emerges as distinctly separate from her earlier works. Stark’s theory and
practice of travel is no longer one in the service of the Empire but rather of power
and mastery over life. Stark proclaims that travel develops “the general mastery
obtained over oneself by the custom and disregard of hardships,” and that the
“essence of this matter is whether they are voluntary or involuntary.”ccxi “To be
given a cold bath is not a merit in itself;” Stark writes, but “to take one voluntarily
is quite a different matter.”ccxii Stark notes that the explorer says, “I’m not going
to let life trample upon me, I’m going to trample on myself and what is more I’m
going to do it for fun! This in its measure is a triumph over life and death and
time.”ccxiii Stark, the only woman in the programme, concludes her talk with “And
that it is so, [and] is shown by the fact that, in spite of all hardships, discomforts,
and sicknesses, the lure of exploration still continues to be one of the strongest
lode-stars of the human spirit, and will be so while there is the rim of an unknown
horizon in this world and the next.”ccxiv Through ignoring the East itself in her
philosophy of travel, Stark seems to imply that her grand spirit of a traveler is due
to her intrinsic resolve and choice to trample on life rather than let it trample on
her. Amidst the politics of the crumbling Empire, Stark asserts agency and power
from her previous experiences, one that made her a “true traveler,” as she sits in a
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“drawing room” and “thinks of other places.”ccxv

Yet perhaps Stark could not leave the matter of her legacy to posterity and her
own contentedness knowing that she had ‘trampled life.’ One year after her talk
for the BBC programme, Stark published the first volume of her autobiography,
Beyond Euphrates. Perhaps it is no coincidence that Stark began writing her
autobiography at the same time the marriage of East to West—as she understood
it—was dissolving. Despite her attempt to redefine herself as a traveler who
triumphs over “life and death and time,”ccxvi Beyond Euphrates locates her
identity as a traveler once again in the physical landscape of the East. Like in The
Valleys of the Assassins, The Southern Gates of Arabia, Baghdad Sketches, and
East is West, Stark opens Beyond Euphrates with a two-page map of the lands of
her travels, including Luristan, the place where she first made a name for herself.

Stark also continues to call on the epic travelers of history to lend legitimacy to
her own travels as well as places herself among them. “‘Let us now praise famous
men, and our fathers that begat us:’ this could be the beginning of all biography,
for there are no single events in our world. They have been made by famous men
and moulded to our size by our fathers; and the smallest thing we do is both a
result and a cause”ccxvii Stark writes. She continues by elaborating that she
“described the background to my first eastern journey, which emerged out of
conflicts, histories and dramas, and embodied itself on board a Lloyd Triestino
steamer to the Levant in November 1927.”ccxviii In particular, Stark once again
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places herself among the epics of male explorers, comparing her journey to “the
prince’s story in the Arabian tale, who short his arrow further than he knew and
then went out to find it.”ccxix Stark writes to her public now not to provide an
“armchair guide” to the East but because “the autobiographer” and “self alone can
recognize those dim beginnings curving outward...” for “our life is in the visible
track we make.”ccxx Without such a process, some aspect of character “itself the
result of unassessed years or ages…made inevitable by un-awareness…thence
unrolls until it clothes itself in facts, strangely unexpected.”ccxxi Stark is conscious
of the constructed nature of her identity and aims to take up the autobiographer’s
role in illuminating her the decisions and tracks of one’s own life, “[giving]
perspective to the living show.”ccxxii

Stark portrays herself as courageous and highlights the intrinsic nature of a
traveler as distinct and separate from the lands the traveler explores, one is left
from her works and especially from the introduction to her autobiography with the
sense of her dependence on the East for her identity. Although Stark claims that
“without anything particular in the nature of a ‘setting,’ we had nothing but our
own intrinsic selves to rely on, and came to look naturally at the intrinsic qualities
of other people,”ccxxiii the presence of her experience as a woman serving the
Empire is there. Stark continues by explaining that her self-reliance “is the most
important of all assets a traveler can possess, for it minimizes barriers, whether of
nationality, race or caste; and in fact I have never been able to feel that human
beings differ except in things far more deeply rooted than their manners, habits or
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outward appearances or colours.”ccxxiv Yet Stark’s attempt to discuss the
“intrinsic” nature of traveling represents a re-writing and re-casting of her
identity. Stark had identified attention to mannerisms as crucial in maintaining
friendships and a good relationship between East and West. These mannerisms
were highly gendered in her previous writings, yet Stark does not even mention
gender as a difference in this paragraph; she silences it all together. Although
Stark purports in her autobiography that the traveler’s life and identity is distinct
from rather than interdependent on the lands and peoples the traveler encounters,
The Valleys of the Assassins, The Southern Gates of Arabia, Baghdad Sketches,
and East is West suggest otherwise.

Stark’s photograph of herself in the opening pages of her autobiography
demonstrates the confluence of travel, gender, and empire in her writings and the
dependency on her identity as a traveler and servant of the Empire on her
interaction with the East. The caption reads, “Freya Stark in Arab dress, 1928.”
Stark’s dress resembles not that of women in her travels, who most often appear
as veiled in black, but rather closely resembles that of an Arab policeman’s dress,
expression, and pose from the opening pages of Baghdad Sketches:
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Figure 1: Freya Stark in Arab Dress, 1928.
Stark, Beyond Euphrates, 8.
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Figure 2, An Arab Tribal Policeman.
Stark, Baghdad Sketches, 3.
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Through Stark’s written and photographic portrayal of herself, Stark continues to
depend on the East for her identity and legitimacy in the midst of the decline of
the Empire.

How would one evaluate the success of Miss Freya Stark? As Stark remained
conscious of her power to wield gender and Empire in constructing her own
identity, she did not wish to leave her legacy to history, which, as her New York
Times obituary points out, remembered her simply as a woman female travel
writer. 1950, Stark began writing not one but five volumes of her autobiography,
as well as eight volumes of letters that justify her service to the Empire. Yet by
this time, the British Empire had already ceded much of its land. Iraq gained its
independence from the British one year after Stark left, in 1932, which accounts
for her desire to “encase” the “oddments” of Iraq in “an armour of words” despite
their “[drifting] for ever out of sight”ccxxv by the time she published Baghdad
Sketches. The other lands Stark visited also drifted, like molten lava, out of her
and the Empire’s reach. One year after Stark published East is West, Jordan
gained its independence from the British in 1946. Egypt, the land of Stark’s
precious Brotherhood of Freedom, followed suit in 1953, as did Southern Yemen
and the Hadhramaut in 1963. By the time Stark was knighted for her travel
writing, the East that she had declared married to the West had obtained political
independence. Neither Stark’s “unique asset,”ccxxvi the British woman, nor herself,
a “weapon of iron,”ccxxvii could save the marriage of East to West.
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The futility of Stark’s imperial mission exposes the constructed nature of
imperialism. In the midst of the Empire’s decline, Stark strove to utilize the lands
and people she encountered to portray her service to the British Empire as
exceptional. In turn, she attempted to justify the need for the Empire in the East.
Yet soon after Stark’s travels had concluded and as her books were beginning to
be disseminated among the British public, the lands and people that Stark had
silenced expressed nationalist sentiments and broke away from the West. Stark’s
works represent an attempt on her part to gain personal agency under the auspices
Empire, a power that Stark knew remained fragile and one she believed dependent
upon her portrayal of travel, gender, and Empire to the British public.
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APPENDIX A. Stark’s Damehood Notice in the London Gazette, 1972
Third from the top on the left
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APPENDIX B: A Note on Stark and British Feminism
Where does Stark fit in the larger context of the discussion about gender and
imperialism? In Antoinette Burton’s book Burdens of History, Burton notes that
British feminists proclaimed “we are struggling not just for English women alone,
but for all of the women, degraded, miserable, unheard of, for whose life and
happiness England has daily to answer to god.”ccxxviii Such women believed
themselves part of a “global sisterhood” and viewed women as “[saviors] of the
Empire.”ccxxix According to Burton, British feminists advocated for women’s’
rights to a university education and municipal suffrage as well as marriage-law
reform.”ccxxx However, for the majority of British feminists, the Empire provided
its citizens with “a worldview which was central to their perceptions of
themselves.”ccxxxi As British citizens abroad created their own identities, they
created “a colonized female ‘other’ on whose passivity and disenfranchisement
their claims for imperial representation largely relied.”ccxxxii In addition, British
women abroad also created the colonized female ‘other’ “partly as a pledge of
loyalty to the imperial status quo.”ccxxxiii Therefore, Burton argues, “British
feminists must also be counted among the shapers of imperial rhetoric and
imperial ideologies in this period.”ccxxxiv Furthermore, Burton cautions the reader
and the historian to contribute “women” and “feminists”ccxxxv who shaped such
ideologies.

As discussed earlier in this thesis, Stark proclaimed herself not to be a feminist.
She does not seem to see herself as part of a global sisterhood, and though she is
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explicit about women’s usefulness to the Empire in her article, she does not see
them as saviors in any sense but rather as crucial helpers. However, Stark does fit
Burton’s description of British feminism in some ways. Stark, like Burton,
believed the British woman necessary to the “preservation of Empire, as Burton
argues that they “appeared to be instrumental to the survival and future of ‘the
national culture’ as a viable domestic and global political entity.”ccxxxvi
Furthermore, Burton argues that these women were the “oral guardian of the
nation, the guarantor of British racial stability and the means of national-imperial
redemption.”ccxxxvii Stark’s deftness with words fits with women’s emphasis on
oral guardianship, particularly through Stark’s assertion of the British woman as a
unique asset to the British race. An exploration into Stark’s understanding of
racial hierarchies could prove useful in further studies. Though Stark does not
believe she advocates British feminism, she also fits with Burton’s assertion that
British feminists gave power “to traditions of national and racial duty to signify
imperial authority for ‘the British-born woman.”ccxxxviii

Stark also understands, as Burton’s British feminists did, that “In political and
cultural terms, the British state was a self-proclaimed masculine preserve, made
masculine by the fact of Empire and kept masculine by the ‘fact’ that women
could not raise arms to defend it. ‘Citizens’ were, properly, men who had the
physical capacity to take up arms in protection of the state in order to preserve its
future stability.”ccxxxix Until Stark was knighted for her travel writings in 1974, she
did not have British citizenship by birthright, nor could she participate—in the
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beginning—in Burton’s understanding of the masculine definition of citizenship.
Stark was a traveler, moving in between the worlds of East and West, enabled and
protected by the male Empire. It is significant that her travel writings gave her
citizenship, signifying their power to influence both her identity and the identity
of the Empire.
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